This work studies a Bayesian (or Maximum A Posteriori MAP) approach to the adaptation of Continuous Density Hidden Markov Models (CDHMMs) to a specific condition of a speech recognition application. In order to improve the model robustness, CDHMMs formerly trained from laboratory data are then adapted using context dependent field utterances. Two specific problems have to be faced when using the MAP approach: the estimation of the a priori dismbution parameters and the lack of field adaptation data for some distributions of the CDHMM.
INTRODUCTION
The recognition of laboratory speech data has reached satisfactory results nowadays. When passing to practical applications, performances of speech recognizers often worsen in a considerable way [SI, which impedes a large scale commercial use of speech recognition. In fact, field speech data are affected by ambient noise, and telephone line distorswn in case of telephone applications, and hesitationr of the speaker and coarticdation phenomena, typical of natural speech. These factors make field speech data significantly different from laboratory ones, causing the loss of efficiency of speech recognizers trained using laboratory utterances.
In order to get more robust models for a specific task, field data collected in the real task condition (e.g. users' calls to a vocal A Maximum Likelihood ( ML) solution consists in retraining the model using combined field and laboratory data as a single training set. This work studies a Bayesian, or Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) approach. The model, formerly trained from laboratory data, is adapted to the context using field data. The task considered is a French vocal server using a lexicon of 26 isolated words. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the Bayesian framework for model adaptation is considered and the main problems of the MAP approach are individuated. In Section 3, three strategies are proposed for the estimation of the prior distribution parameters. In Section 4, we propose the use of an acoustical tree to overcome the lack of adaptation data. In Section 5, recognition experiments and results obtained are described. Recognition performances of MAP trained models are compared to those obtained by ML trained models. Finally, in Section 6, the conclusions of this work and some prospects of Bayesian model adaptation are given.
MAP ESTIMATION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let A be a CDHMM model and 6 its parameter vector. Let X = (q, ..., x T ) be a set of T observations (in the form of acoustical frames), which we consider to be the training set. The ML training approach considers the parameters 6 to befixed, and their unknown vulues are estimated from the observations X as follows:
e-argmaXP(x(8) e
The MAP approach considers the parameters 6 of the model I to be random values. For a given condition the parameters 6 are a realization of a random variable called 8. In this work, an allophonic CDHMM, with single Gaussian distributions, is used 131. The. distributions have diagonal covariance matrix, hence we can consider each direction in the acoustical space independently. Only the adaptation of the means and variances of the distributions is made. In fact, former experiences show that the importance of the transition probabilities is minor.
Let q and ri be respectively the mean and the precision matrix (inverse of covariance matrix) of the distribution i. We denote mil and ql respectively the 1-th component of q and the 1-th diagonal member of ri . On the 1-th dimension of the acoustical space, the mean and precision joint prior distribution is the following normal-Wishart g. 
where ni is the number of the field acoustical frames Virerbi aligned on the distribution i, .Yil and Sil are the empirical mean and variance, calculated for each component 1 using these acoustical frames.
According to equations 4 and 5, the dismbutions parameters are adapted to a specific context using adaptation data: i.e. some utterances recorded in the field condition. However, in order to get an accurate adaptation, the prior distribution parameters I$ should be well estimated, and a sufficient amount of adaptation data is requested. These two points are detailed in the following.
ESTIMATION OF A PRIORI DENSITY PARAMETERS
Since any physical knowledge about the prior parameters 4 is not available, I$ is estimated from a large laboratory (hence, condition independent) database. This strategy is called 
Associating several calls as a realization of the prior distribution
The laboratory database we use is composed of telephone calls made by speakers from different regions in France. They utter the lexicon words and some out-of-vocabulary words. These outof-vocabulary words are used to train the garbage models.
Each phone call identifies a given speaker, a transmission channel and a specific ambient noise. Hence, it is reasonable to suppose that a single telephone call corresponds to one realization of the model parameters 8. Therefore, we can use the speech data of a call to estimate a realization of the parameters.
Unfortunately, a single call might not contain enough data for a reliable estimation of the model parameters.
A possible solution is to associate several calls to a single realization of 8 which provides more data to correctly estimate the model parameters. The drawback is thatcalls associated to the same realization may not refer to the same speaker and ambient noise. Hence, a tradeoff between modelling accuracy and quantity of estimation data available is to be made.
Vector Quantization to Estimate the

Realizations of the Prior Distribution
The parameters of the distributions are evaluated using the acoustical frames aligned on them at the last EM iteration. Hence, a set of acoustical frames is associated to each distribution. In each set, a vector quantization is performed, i.e. we divide the set into a given number of classes, using the LBG algorithm. Each class is supposed to be a realization of the a priori distribution to which the whole set is associated.
In [2], clustering was performed on speakers, in order to obtain speakers' groups, each group corresponding to a single realization. Here the clustering is directly operated on the acoustical frames. The advantage is that we can study each parameter independently instead than considering a general inter-speaker variability. In other words, we suppose that speakers classes may differ depending on the sound pronounced.
This clustering is also suitable for noise classes since additive noise effects depend on the pronounced sounds.
Gaussian Mixtures to Estimate the Realizations of the Prior Distribution
The CDHMM used in this work has single Gaussian Supposing the adaptation function to be continuous in the acoustical space, it can be argued that acoustical frames may be shared among "similar" dismbuaons, in order to increase the quantity of estimation data. An acoustical tree is built to associate "similar" dismbutions.
In the adaptation stage, when field data are lacking for a density, the tree is climbed and the adaptation frames of the close Gaussian densities are added to the training set of the' initial density, until a satisfactory quantity of data is reached.
The acoustical tree is built by progressively coupling the model distributions, according to a minimal distance criterion. Let 3\(1(.,m1.Z1) and 9& (.,-,&) be two Gaussian dismbutions to which nl and n2 acoustical frames have been associated. This means that we suppose that the n1 and n2 frames are issued respectively by NI and N2.
To couple NI and N2 means to replace them by a single Gaussian N3(.,m3,4) , which issues the whole n3 =nl +nt frames. It is easy to verify the following relations:
This coupling operation yields a loss of precision in the modelling process. A distance between two distributions should express the loss of precision caused by coupling them. One possible distance is the log likelihood ratio between NI & x, and the new distribution N3 on the whole 5 frames:
The leaves of the acoustical tree are the original model distributions. Each step of the tree construction consists in choosing the two closest Gaussian densities and associating to their father node the new Gaussian density, that will replace both in the next distance evaluation step. This procedure is iterated until the mot node is obtained.
RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The task model is composed of 26 allophonic word models and four garbage (word) models, to reject the out-of-vocabulary words and the ambient noises. Two ML models have been trained: the laboratov one, trained using only laboratory data: the mired one, using laboratory and field data as a single training set. Their error rates are reported in Table 1 . We observe that the mixed model outperforms the laboratory one, which is a confirmation of the necessity to use field data in the training. In the same ML mixed and MAP models in the former experiments were trained using 4 hours 24 minutes of field speech. In Figure 1, recognition results of models trained with a growing amount of minutes of field data are reported. The results represent the error rate reduction referred to the performances of the laboratory model, which is not trained from field data (see Table 1 ). We can observe that MAP models largely outperform the ML one, especially for cmect words recognition and noise rejection.
When the amount of field training data available is small, the use of the acoustical tm significantly improve the MAP model performances in correct data recognition. The acoustical tree worsens the performances in out-of-vocabulary noise rejection. We believe that this is due to a bad coupling of the garbage dismbutions with some lexicon allophone distributions in the tree construction stage. Using two acoustical trees for both vocabulary and garbage models would avoid this problem. Note that the MAP model adapted from 57 minutes of field speech is better that the mixed ML one trained from 4.5 hours.
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
Three approaches to the estimation of the U priori dismbutions parameters are proposed and evaluated in the framework of MAP adaptation of CDHMM to specific field conditions. For the lack of the adaptation data, speech frames may be shared between "similar" distributions. A proposed acoustical tree permits an hierarchical clustering of the CDHMM densities.
The comparison between the performances of MAP and ML models, trained using the same quantity of adaptation data, shows that Bayesian models obtain significantly better results on field speech recognition. This result stands for the three approaches proposed for the estimation of the prior parameters.
The gain obtained using MAP models is even more evident when the adaptation data set is small. With the acoustical tree, MAP task adaptation using 1 hour of field speech outperforms the ML approach using 4.5 hours of field speech. This means that the Bayesian adaptation reduces the size of the training field data set required by a factor 4.5. The use of the acoustical tree improves the performances of the Bayesian models, especially when the adaptation data set issmall. Therefore, on-line model adaptation to the context seems to be realistic.
Figure 1 : E m r rate reductions obtained using ML mixed and MAP models with respect to the ML laboratory one.
